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Abstract 

Clarification of the relapse process among drug users and Development of 

a preventive model 

Background and aim: 

The phenomenon of relapse among drug users is a holistic process which cannot be 

investigated easily by studying its components separately، but by exploring those people 

experiencing this phenomenon. To understand the relapse process it is necessary to consider 

the environmental context and learned behaviors of this clients. The aim of this study was to 

clarify the relapse process among drug users and propose a preventive model.    

Materials and methods:  

This study was conducted by qualitative method and grounded theory approach. 

Twenty two participants (seventeen drug user clients، three therapists and two family 

members of clients) were well informed about the study subject and selected by purposive 

and snowball and then، theoretical sampling methods. After signing written consent، the 

participants attended in face to face، semi-structured، in-depth interview sessions. All 

interviews were analyzed using qualitative data analysis method in three phases of open، 

axial and selective coding as recommended by Strauss and Corbin. During the research 

period، Guba and Lincoln criteria were used to provide the accuracy for the study. 

Results:  

Nine categories emerged: avoidance of drugs، concerns about being accepted، family 

atmosphere، social conditions، mental struggle، self-management، self-deception، use and 

remorse، and the loss as core variable. In this study، the relapse process contains of the 

avoidance of drugs-remorse cycles، in which the avoidance of drugs starts following the 

feeling the loss، and followed by association، craving، use and remorse، and in this stage 

have potential to move to drug use followed by relapse or another cycle of avoidance of 

drugs-remorse. In relapse prevention conceptual model، plans and strategies were organized 

around three domains:  individual empowering، family empowering and social infrastructure. 

Conclusion:  

The relapse process is a dynamic and systematic process، influenced by individual، 

family and social factors Relapse prevention programs should consider all three domains. 

According to the role of the family in Iranian culture, programs would be more effective if 

they could be in groups and family-centered.  
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